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In this paper, the exact solutions of the L-norm on some classes of mono- 
splines with free knots on the real axis are obtained, and the optimal quadrature 
formula and optimal error on the convolution class taking a PF density as its 
kemal are given. 6 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r and k be two natural numbers, Z = (0, ? 1, +2, . . .}, 
T={tj; ** ’ < tj-1 < tj < tj+l < ’ ’ ‘} 
(1.1) 
T,, = {j; j E Z}. (1.2) 
Set 
SP-I(T,> = {S(X) E Cki S(X)I(jj+I) is a polynomial of degree 5 r - 1 
for any j E Z}, -1 I k 5 r - 1. (1.3) 
The case k = - 1, S(x) E S;Jl(To) means that S(x) may be discontinuous at 
each point x = j E Z. Another case k = r - 2, S(x) E S:I:(T& means that 
S(x) is an ordinary cardinal spline function, i.e., S(x) has simple knots at 
the integral points. 
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Let 
Mf(T,J = [s - S(x); S(X) belongs to S)(W). (1.4) 
Schoenberg and Ziegler (1968) have considered the least ,&norm on the 
class Au,k(T,) of (polynomial) monosplines with fixed integer knots, and 
obtained the exact solution of the extremal problem 
inflIM~)ll~, (1.3 
where infimun is taken over M E .#(T,J for - 1 5 k I r - 2, while R = 
(-co, +a) and JJM(.)]I~ =: supXE,IM(x)l. 
In this paper, we obtain the exact solution of the least L--norm on the 
class A&z) of monosplines with free knots for the cases k = - 1 and k = 
r - 2, where At:(m) =: {M(X): M(x) E J@(T) and the knots T of M(X) 
satisfy condition (A,,,)}, defined as 
lim card(T n i-N, W I m , 
N-+x 2N (1.6) 
where card(T n [-N, N)) denotes the number of knots T on the interval 
[--N, N). It is well known that there are closed relations between mono- 
spline and quadrature formulas; we also determine the optimal quadrature 
on convolution class Xi(G) taking a PF (Polya Frequency) density G(x) as 
kernel. 
DEFINITION 1.2 (Hirschman and Widder, 1955). If JR G(t) dt = 1, and 
G(t - X) is totally positive, i.e., 
det((ti - Xj)); 2 0 
for all --oc < tl < . . .<t,<+co,--co<X,<...<X,<+x,n=l,2, 
. . . ) then G(x) is called a PF density. 
Let X,(G) denote the convolution class with kernel G(x), i.e., 
~CI(G) =: if; f(x) = I, Gtx - Y) 4(y) dy, llpll, 5 l}, (1.7) 
where I)& = JR 4(y) dy. We shall consider the optimal quadrature prob- 
lem on the class Xi(G) as 
R@,(G), m) =: inf inf sup {(R(f, T, A)l;f~ X,(G)}, (1.8) 
A T 
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where 
R(f, TV A) = Ja f(t) dt - 2 ajf(tj), aj, tj E R, (1.9) 
jEZ 
and A = {aj} satisfies condition (B) and knots T = {tj} satisfy condition 
(A,) and condition (C). Condition (B) and condition (C) are defined as 
follows: 
(B) The set {aj E R; j E Z} is bounded. (1.10) 
(C) The set {card(T n [j, j + 1)); j E Z} is bounded. (1.11) 
If there exist {a,?} and {tj*} such that the infimum of (1.8) is attained, then 
the formula 
I R f(t) dt = jz a,ffO,?> + R(f) 
is called the optimal quadrature formula on the class ‘Xi(G), and R(XCI(G), 
m) is called the optimal error ofquadrature formula with simple knots on 
WG). 
Many enlightening studies of the optimal quadrature problems on 
classes of periodic functions or that of some basic functions defined in an 
finite interval have been obtained. (See (Nikolskij, 1979; Sun and Fang, 
1990; Kornejliuk, 1985; iensykbaev, 1981, 1982; Chakhiev, 1984). In 
(Fang and Liu, submitted), we considered the optimal quadrature prob- 
lem on the Soblev class 
W(R) = {f;P - r I) is locally absolutely continuous on R and Ilf(‘)ll, % l}, 
and obtained its exact solution. 
2. THE LEAST ~-NORM OF MONOSPLINES WITH FREE KNOTS 
To study the optimal quadrature problem on the class Xi(G), we first 
consider the %spline, which is a kind of monospline more general than 
polynomial monosplines. 
Let 
P,(x) = x’ + b,x’-’ + . - * + a, 
(2.1) 
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denote an algebraic polynomial of degree Y with only real roots. Then the 
function class 
ZZ(P,) = {g(t); (P,(D)g)(t) = 0 holds on the domain of definition of g(t)} 
(2.2) 
is called the null-space of the operator P,(D), where P,(D) = I’&=, (D - 
xjZ>, D = dldt, and Z is the unit operator. 
Let 
Sk(T7 PJ = {s(t); s(t) E CkW and ~l~,,,~,+,) E fWJ1. 
If T = TO, Then Sk(To, P,) is the class of Sxrdinal spines. 
Let 
(2.3) 
t” - - M(t) = pyo) 407 0) E SkU, f’r), 
where u denotes the multiplicity of root t = 0 of the algebric polynomial 
P,(x); then M(t) is an 3monospline with knots T and multiplicity r - k - 
1 of knots. In particular, if P,(x) = x’, then M(t) is a polynomial mono- 
spline. 
Let 
Sk(P,, m) = {s(t); s(t) E Sk(T, P,) and 
the knot T of s(t) satisfies the condition (A,)}, (2.4) 
.IUkWr, ml = {M(t); M(t) = & - s(t), s(t) E Sk(P,, m)]. (2.5) 
r 
Then Ak(Z’,, m) denotes the class of %monosplines with free knots and 
multiplicity r - k - 1 on the real axis R. In particular, if P,(X) = x’, then 
.Mk(P,, m) = J@(m) denotes the all polynomial monosplines on the real 
axis R with free knots which satisfy the condition (A,). We consider the 
least L,-norm problem 
inf{E,(M),; M(t) E JUk(P,, m)}, if Pr(0) = 0, (2.6) 
inf{llMIIm; M(t) E .MkVJr, 4, if PJO) = 1, (2.7) 
where El(M), =: infCGR@ - ~11,. 
We define the standard function on JR-*(P,, m) as follows. Let 
Br,h(t) = 2 Kj,~e’*lrAJ’, 
iEZ 
A > 0, (23) 
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wherej # 0, Kj,h = (P,(iZrAj))-‘; K O,h = 0 if P,(O) = 0 or (Pr(0))-’ if P(O) f 
0; then Br,h(t) is a 27rlh - periodic function. 
Let 
(2.9) 
M:df) = bh* - &,AOL if Pr(0) = 0, (2.10) 
where CZ,* and by* are determined by the following conditions: 
max ME*(t) = -min M:,(t), 
f f 




To study the problem of the least L,-norm of monosplines with free 
knots, we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Br,h(t) be defnited as above. Then 
(1) &,A@) E Cr-2W, 
(2) i g B,,, it - f) = B,,,(t), for any natural number n. 
Proof. By (2.8), (1) is obvious, (2) may follow from Zygmund (1968). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let r be a natural number. Then llM~,ll~ and llikf$$ are 
two monotone decreasing functions of A on the interval (0, SW) and have 
the following properties: 
as A-, +m, 




Proof. To prove that I/M~~[] is monotonic on (0, +m), we first show 
that II~%,llm f llMYA211m f or any hi # AZ. Let ml be a natural number. If 
l/hi < l/A2 and IIM~& = ll~~~J/~, then from (2.8), (2.11), and (2.12) we 
see that the M$l(t) oscillates 2m, times on the interval [0, ml/Al). For ml, 
we may determine a natural number m2 such that 
m2- 1 ml m2 -9---<--. 
h2 A1 A2 
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Then on the interval [0, ml/hi), s(t) =: ME*,(f) - MthZ(f) has at least 2mi 
zeros and further (by the generalized Rolle’s theorem (Chahkiev, 1984)) 
the function (P,-,(D)G)(t) has at least 2m, - r + 1 sign changes, where 
P,- l(D) = nil/ (D - XjZ). 
On the other hand, on the interval [0, Ml/Al), 6(t) has at most ml + m2 - 
1 knots, then (P,-@)@(t) has at most ml + m2 - I sign changes. 
To sum up, we have 2ml - r + 1 5 ml+m2--l.Becausemz-l<m,a 
where (Y = Al/h, < 1, then 2ml - r + 1 5 (1 + c-w)m,. That is cy zz 1 - (r - 
l)lml holds for any natural number ml. But this is a contridiction of the 
fact that u < 1. Hence, we get ]]Mzh,]lr f ]]M~&, A, f A2. Besides, it is 
easily seen that 
ll‘+Gll -+ +x, as A ---) O+. 
The above facts show that the function j]~~,ll~ is a monotone decreasing 
function of A on (0, +x). Using the same method, we may prove that 
]IM~& is also is a decreasing function of A on (0, +x). 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a positive integer, then 
inf{Ej(M,); M(t) E A’-2(P,, m)] = IIMZ,nl13c, if PJO) = 0, (2.16) 
inf{(lMll~; WI E .d’-2(Pr, m)) = llJ4ZZll=, if PI(O) # 0, (2.17) 
where ME,(t) and Mzat) are dejined by (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we only prove the case m = 1. We 
first consider the case Pr(0) = 0. Because the knots T of s(t) E Sr-2(Pr, 1) 
satisfies the condition (A,), m = 1, then for a sufficient small E > 0 there 
exists a natural number sequence N1 < Nz * * * iVi < * * * such that 
card(T n [-Nj, Nj)) I [2(1 + s)Nj], j = 1, 2, . . . ) (2.18) 
where [2(1 + E)Nj] denotes the largest integer 52(1 + E)Nj for each 
natural number j. 
Now, we prove that for any M(t) E Jurm2(Pr, 1) 
~I(Wm 2 llMEAjllrn (2.19) 
holds, where Aj = 2Njl[2(1 + E)Nj] + r. If the conclusion of (2.19) is not 
valid, then there exists M(t) E Jurp2(P,., 1) such that 
EIWL < II~~&. (2.20) 
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From (2.10), we may see that M:,.(t) (shortly MT(t) := M&(f)) is a 
periodic function with period l/Aj. Wh en r > 1, M,*(t) has two points with 
alternate change of sign on [0, l/Aj); this shows that there exist two points 
0 5 71 < 72 < l/Aj such that 
Whenr = 1, 
IMj*(ri - O)] = ]Mj*(ri + O)] = I/M& and 
Mj*(Ti - 0) = -Mj*(Ti + 0)~ i= 1,2. (2.22) 
Then, M,*(t) has [2(1 + &)Nj] + r knots and 2[2(1 + a)Nj] + 2r points with 
alternate change of sign on the interval [-Nj, Nj). If E,(M), < ]j~j*ll~, we 
may suppose that E,(M)- = ]IM - c& and let 
S,(t) = M,*(t) - M(t) + co, 
then, S,(t) has at least 2[2(1 + E)Nj] + 2r sign changes on [-N, Nj). 
Without loss of generality, suppose that X, = 0 and set P,-,(D) =: nLi\ 
(D - xkl). By the generalized Rolle’s theorem, we immediately see that 
P,-i(D)S,(t) has at least 2[2(1 + e)Nj] + r + 1 sign changes on [-iVj, Nj). 
On the other hand, because M(t) has at most [2(1 + E)Nj] knots on 
[-Nj, Nj), then S,(t) has at most 2[2(1 + e)Nj] + r knots. Since S,(t) E 
Srm2(Pr, l), we see that P,-@)S,(r) is a step function. Thus S,(t) at most 
2[2(1 + e)Nj] + r sign changes on [-Nj, Nj). This contradicts the conclu- 
sion of the preceding section. Hence, we have E,(M), L ]]~j*lj~. 
Because Aj = 2Njl([2(1 + e)Nj] + r) -+ l/(1 + E), as j + +x, then by 
Lemma 2.2 we have 
(2.23) 
and by Lemma 2.2 again and taking E + 0+ in (2.23) we get 
When P,(O) # 0, if there exists M(t) E A4-2(P,, 1) such that 
llMll= < IIMj**ll=9 
where M,?*(t) := ME;(t), from (2.3) and (2.9, we know that function 
S,(t) := MT*(t) - M(t) has knots {tk,j: lk,j < fk+r,j, Vk E Z}. 
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Since Mtkk,,.rk+l.,) belongs to the null-space of operator P,(D) for any 
k E Z, the function P,-t(D)&(t) has the form ok,j@J on (tk,j, tk+l,j) for any 
k E Z. We now see that the proof is same as that of the case Pr(O> = 0. 
Now, we verify that ME,(t) and MFzt) belong to .&-*(P,, 1). Because 
P,(D)&(t) = 0 if Pr(0) # 0, and is - 1 if PJO) = 0, on (j,j + 1) for anyj E 
Z then, when Pr(0) # 0, &,A@)~co,IA) E H(P,) and MEh(t) = l/(P,(O)) - 
a*&(t) E &‘-*(PI, 1) and B,,,(r) has exactly 2N knots on [-IV, IV), i.e. 
the knots of B,,r(t) satisfies condition (A,) for m = 1. When PJO) = 0. By 
P,(D)B,,(t) = - 1, t E (j,j + l), we may see that B,,m(t) = -t”l(P~)(O) - 
g(t) for some g(t) E H(P,), where u denotes the multiplicity of root x = 0 
of function P,(x). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
By Theorem 1, we obtain the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let m and r be two natural numbers. Then the least L,- 
norm problem on polynomial monospline class defined on the real axis R 
with free knots which satisfy condition (A,) has solution and 
inf{E,(M),; M(t) E JI$-*(M)} = [ID,,, - c*lloc, 
where for add r, c” = 0, and for even r, c* is a real number such that 
max (c* - D,.,(t)) = -min(c* - D,,,(t)), 
I , 
where 
Dr(t) = (2~)’ kEZ (ik)’ -9eZ”“’ 
and D,,,,(t) = A 2 D, (I - dj. 
J-1 
k#O 
Let 2-‘+‘T,(x) denote the Chebyshev polynomial defined by the follow- 
ing extremal problem 
inf max x’ - 2 ajxj , 
{u,} -IC*Sl j=O 
(2.25) 
then, 11 T,IJ, = 1. Thus, we may give the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let r be a natural number, then the least L,-norm prob- 
lem on the monospline class with multiplicity r of free knots satisfying 
condition (A,) is resoluble, and 
inf{llMIIm; M(t) E At;‘(m)} = llU~jla = 2-*‘+‘(r!m’)-‘, (2.26) 
where i@,,,(x) is a periodic function with period m-‘, and 
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ilam = 2-2’+‘(r!m’)-‘T,(2mx - 1) (2.27) 
for 0 I x I m-l. 
Proof. In fact, for any M(t) E .&t;‘(m), there is no requirement of 
continuity of M(t) at the knots of M(t). Because the knots T of M(t) satisfy 
condition (A,), there is a sequence N, < N2 . . . < Nj < . * * such that 
card(T tl [-Nj, Nj)) 5 [2m(l + E)Nj], j= 1,2,. * * 3 E > 0, 
then, there exist at least two neighboring knots fk < &+I of M(t) such that 
tk+l 
2Nj 
- tk z [2m(l + E)Nj] . 
(In fact, we may think that either -Nj or Nj is a knot of M(t).) Hence, by 
the equality 
inf max x’ - 
{uj) u5*ra+h 
we have 
Further, lettingj ---, +c= and E * O+ in (2.28), we get 
On the other hand, Ilni,l/~ = 2-*‘+‘(r!m’)-‘, and i&Jt) has exactly 2mN 
knots on [-N, N) for any natural number N. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
3. THEOPTIMALQUADRATURE FORMULAON%, 
Let P,(x) = &o ajxj, a, # 0, be an algebraic polynomial with only real 
roots and Pr(0) = 1. We now consider the function class W,(P,) which 
consists of all functions f(x) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) f(x) E c”-‘)(R) n L,(R), 
(2) f”-‘)(x) is locally absolutely continuous on R, 
(3) P,(D)f(x) = q(x), a.e. x E R, and ll& 5 1. 
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Then, by (Hirschman and Widder, 1955), we see thatf(x) E W,(P,) if and 
only iff(x) has the form 
f(x) = I, GAx - Mt) dt, (3.1) 
where G,(X) is a kernal function such that G,(x) E Crm2(R) II L,(R) and 
(3.2) 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that a function E(s) belongs to the L-P 
(Lagurre-Polya) class % if it has the following form 
E(s) = e-Ys’+6s fi (1 + a,s)e-Uu”, (3.3) 
u=l 
where y 2 0, 6, a, E R, c:z, ai < +x and 
%* = 1 E(s) E 55; 0 < y + $j at < +x I . (3.4) lJ=l 
LEMMA 3.1 (Hirschman and Widder, 1955). If there is a series of 
polynomials P,(s) with P,(O) # 0 which have only real roots, such that it 
uniformly approximates E(s) in every disc 1.~1 < A, then E(s) E %*. On the 
contrary, if E(s) E % *, then there exists a sequence {PJs>}~~z of polynomi- 
als which have only real roots and P,(O) f 0 such that P,(s) uniformly 
converge to E(s) as r + +m on every bounded set of complex plane C. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Hirschman and Widder, 1955). E(s) E %* if and only if 
E(s) is a reciprocal of the Laplace transform of some PF dentisy G(t), i.e., 
1 -= 
I E(s) R 
e-“‘G(t) dt, s = r) + i7, max 
a,>0 
where E(s) has the form (3.3) and we definite 
1 
max - a- = -w9 i 1 ifaj<OforanyjEZ; q-0 J 
1 
min - ; = +m, ( J ifUj<OforanyjEZ. a,<0 J 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let G(t) be defined as in Lemma 3.2 for E(s) E %*; 
then G(t) is called the kernalfunction corresponding to E(s). When y = 
6 = 0 and there are only finite (suppose r) numbers ak # 0 in mrj’,; (1 + 
ajs), we write E(s) = P,(s) instead of xJLy (1 + UjS), then P,(s) is a 
algebraic polynomial of degree Y and P,.(O) = 1. The kernal G,(t) corre- 
sponding to P,(s) is said to be offinite degree and the degree of G,(t) is 
written degree G, = r, otherwise it is said that degree G = +x. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Hirschman and Widder, 1955). Let {P,(s)}:=j be a se- 
quence of polynomials with PJO) = 1 which have only real roots, such 
that P,(s) uniformly converges to E(s) as r + +a on any disc IsI < A, and 
let G,(t) and G(t) denote the kernel functions corresponding to P,(s) and 
E(s) respectively. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G,(t) and G(t) satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.3, 
and B,.(t) be de$ned as follows: 
B,(t) = c G,(t + A. (3.7) 
jEZ 
Then the parameter sequence {a:}:=x, defined by (3.8) is bounded, 
M%(t) = 1 - d&n(t), (3.8) 
where the standard functions ME:(t) are de$ned in (2.9), while B,,(t) are 
defined in (2.8) for A = m and P,(O) = 1. 
Proof. First, it is easy to see that 
&m(t) = ; Jg B, (t - ;). 
Let G(t) denote the kernel function of E(s) and set 






111 - ar*&,ml(e = inf (I 1 - aB,,,I(, 5 I, 
(I 
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we have 
WI 5 mLll~)-‘. (3.11) 
Thus, by Lemma 3.3 and (3.7) and (3.9), we may see that IIB~,& 2 c for 
sufficient large r and some c > 0. Further, by (3.11) the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G(t) be a PF density. If the knots T = {tj}j,z satisjies 
the condition 
tji I - tj z CT for any j E Z, (3.12) 
where c is a positive constant, then 
C IfYtj>l < +O" 
jEZ 
(3.13) 
holds for any f(t) E X,(G) and every nonnegative integer k which is less 
than the degree of G(t). 
Proof. Let f(t) E XI(G), then 
f(x) = I, G(x - t)cp(t) dt, IIvII1 5 1. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, if degree G = r is a natural number, then it is 
easy to verify that f(t) E X,(G) implies that f(t) belongs to L,(R) n 
(Y-r(R) and f”-‘)(t) is locally absolutely continuous and f(‘)(t)& LI(R); if 
degree G = +m, then f(t) belongs to L,(R) fl C”(R) andfk)(t) to L,(R) for 
any nonnegative integer k. 
Thus, by Stein’s (1957) theorem, the proof of Lemma 3.5 follows. (Also 
see (Fang and Liu, submitted, Lemma l).) 
By Lemma 3.5, we may obtain the following 
LEMMA 3.6. Let the knots T = {tj}jgz satisfy condition (A,), then the 
following two assertions are equivalent: 
(9 CjGT If’k’(tj)l < +w, f or any f E Xl(G) and each nonnegative 
integer k which is less than the degree of G(t), G(t) is a PF density. 
(ii) {card(T rl [j, j + l))}jcZ is a bounded sequence. 
Proof. Suppose that (ii) holds. Then there is a natural number n such 
that 
card(T fl [j, j + 1)) I n, for any j E Z. 
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Let T n [j,j + 1) = {ti,j; i = 1, 2, . . . , nj}, nj I IZ, and consider that 
f’@(t) is locally absolutely continuous and bothf(@(t) andf@+i)(t) belong to 
L@) for any f(t) E ‘X,(G) (see the proof of Lemma 3.5). Then we have 
C l.P’(tj)l = 2 2 I.P’(fi,j)l s i: C lPYti,j)19 (3.14) 
jEZ jEZ i=l i=l jEZ 
where ti,j =: ty,j, nj 5 i 5 12. Note that ti,u - ti,20-1) 2 1 and ti,zj+l - ti,2j-1 2 
1 for any j E Z, i = 1, 2, . . , , n. Then by Lemma 3.5 we have 
2 IfYfi,2j)l < +w 
jEZ 
and C I.Pk)(fi,2j+l)l < +w, (3.15) 
jEZ 
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , IZ. Hence, by (3.14) and (3.15) we get (i). 
Conversely, suppose that (i) holds. We first take a function as follows: 
(3.16) 
Then it is easily seen that the function h(t) has the following properties: 
(a) (2/7r)2 5 h(t) 5 1, for t E [- l/2, l/2]. 
(b) h^(y) = l/V% (1 - ]y)/(27r)) for ]yl 5 27r, h^(y) = 0 for lyl > 27r, 
where h*(y) = l/V’% JR h(t)e-‘Q dt, i = G. 
(c) there is a constant CO such that C&(t) E X,(G). 





R G(t)e-‘Q dt. (3.17) 
From (b) we see that support (E(iy)h^(y)) = [-27r, 2~1 and E(iy)h^(y) E 
L,(R), then we have 
h(x) = I, G(x - t)cp@) dt, (3.18) 
where q(t) = l/V% JR E(iy)h^(y)e’Q dy. Thus, C&t) E X,(G) for 
co = Ml1)-‘. 
Let d’ = card(T n [j,j + I)), Vj E Z. If {dj}jg, is unbounded, then we 
may choose a ral sequence {cj}jEz such that 
cj > 0, Ecj< +m, and zsdj = +~a. 
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In fact, without loss of generality, we may suppose that {dj}jcz satisfies 
the following condition: 
0 < dj < dj+l and 1 - djdl<‘l ~j-‘, j= 1,2,. . . 
Otherwise, we shall choose its subsequence {djk}kEZ instead of {dj}jEz. 
Then we take cj = d]T’ - d,<‘,, j = 1, 2, . . . , and have 
cj > 0, 2 cj = d;’ and 2 cjdj = 2 (1 - djd>‘l) = +x. (3.19) 
j=l j=l J=l 
Now, let 
by (3.18) and (3.19), if we choose a constant C such that C CT=: cjllqlll = 
1, then we have Cf(t) E X,(G), and by the property (a) we also have 
2 f(tj) = 2 2 Ckh (tj - (k + i)) 
z 2 ck (51’ card(T rl [j, j + 1)) = +QJ. 
This is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a PF density, if{aj}jEz satisfy condition (B) 
(see (1.10)) and the knots T = {tj}jEZ satisfy condition (C) (see (1.11)). 
Then we have 
(3.21) 
for any f(t) E XI(G) and each nonnegative integer k which is less than the 
degree of G(t). 
In particular, for any f(t) E X,(G), we have 
(3.22) 
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Remark. According to Lemma 3.6, in some sense condition (C) is 
necessary. 
THEOREM 4. Zf P,(t) is an algebraic polynomial which only has real 
roots and Pr(0) = 1, then in all quadrature formulas (1.9) in which A = 
{aj} satisfy condition (B) and T = {tj} satisfy condition (A,) and condition 
(C), the quadrature formula with equidistant knots 
I, f(t) dt = j$ f(i) + Mf), (3.23) 
is the optimal quadrature formula on the class W,(P,.) and the optimal 
error 
where M:;(t) is defined in (2.9). 
Proof. By (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
f(x) = I, G,(x - t)cpW dt, for any f(x) E 3%1(G,h 
and JR G,(t) dt = l/P,(O) = 1. Because G,(t) is a PF density, then 
G,(t - x) 2 0 for any t, x E R. From this and by Fubini’s theorem, we get 
I R f(t) dt = I, (I, Gr(t - xM-4 dx) dt = I, (I, GAt - xl dt) d-4 dx 
and further we have 
(3.25) 
Let k be a nonnegative integer which is less than the degree of G,(t). 
Then from (Hirschman and Widder, 1955) we may see that for each E > 0 
and each nonnegative integer k there exist two positive constants A = 
A(G,, k, E) and B = B(G,, k, E) such that 
IG?(t)l zs Ae-Blll, (3.26) 
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holds for ItI 2 E. Thus, when T = {tj} satisfy condition (C), by a similar 
discussion to the proof of the first part of Lemma 3.6, we have 
c IG?(t, - x)1 uniformly converges on interval (tj, tj+r), (3.27) 
LIE2 
for each j E 2. From (3.1) and (3.2), it is easy to verify that 
Pr@)G,(t) = 0, for t f 0, (3.28) 
(see Hirschman and Widder, 1955). Then, by (3.27) and (3.28), we imme- 
diately obtain that 
f’r@) c aWu - t) = 0, for t E (fj, tj+l), Vj E 2, (3.29) 
UEZ 
where A = {Uj} satisfy condition (B). 
Let 
g(t) = 1 - 2 ajG,(tj - t). 
jEZ 
Then by (3.29), we have 
Pr(mT(f) = 1, for any t E (tj 3 tj+,), Vj E 2. 
Since G,(t) E Cr-2(R), then g(t) is an Xmonospline with knots {tj}, by 
Theorem 1 so we obtain 
where A - {aj} run through all real sequences satisfying condition (B) and 
T = {tj} run through all knots satisfying condition (A,) and condition (C). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2 and (Hirschman and Widder, 1955) 
we get that 
1 -= 
I P,(s) R 
cS’G,(t)dt 
converges at the point s = 7 + ix, i = fl satisfying 
1 
x,>o ( 1 1’ max - - xj <r/<yg --. I ( ) xj 
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In particular, we have 
1 
P,(i2rrkm) = I R 
G,(t)e-‘2”k”’ dt 
= 1;‘” 2 G, (t - f) -i2?rkm’ dt. 
Hence, 
Thus, by putting aj = a* and tj = j/m, Vj E Z, in (3.25), we obtain 
sup Il,f(t) dt - a*zf(i)i 
fEWI 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Making use of Theorem 4, we immediately get the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let G(t) be a PF density. Then, in all quadrature formu- 
las (1.9) in which A = {aj} satisfy condition (B) and T = {tj} satisfy 
condition (A,) and condition (C), the quadrature formula with equidistant 
knots 
1, J-0) dt = ; 2 f(t) + Mf) (3.31) 
is the optimal quadrature formula on the class X,(G) and the optimal 
error 
K%(G), 4 = llWZ*ll~, (3.32) 
where 
M:*(t) = 1 - a*Bm(t) 
&l(t) = “TZ g;;) 
1 -= 
I E(s) R 
e-“‘G(t) dt, 
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1 1 
s = r) + ix, t%t ( -- 1 <7)<lyg ( --, 1 i aj i aj 
while a* is a constant such that 
max M;*(r) = -mm M:*(t). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a sequence {P,(x)}:., of polynomi- 
als with P,(O) = 1 which only have real roots such that P,(s) uniformly 
converges to E(s) on every bounded set of complex plane C. Let G,(t) be 
a kernel function corresponding to P,(x), i.e., 
I R eeS’Gr(t) dt = $-J, r 
where max,,o (-llaj) < Re(s) < min,,<o (-l/aj). 
By Lemma 3.3, we have 
IIG, - G((cm 4 0, as r + +x. (3.33) 
By Theorem 4, we have 
By Lemma 3.4, {a,*}:,“1 is a bounded sequence. Hence, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that a: + a*, as r -+ +m. 
Thus, we have 




= /yz G (t - z!.-) itdmf dt, 
then 
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max (1 - a,*&,,(t)) = - mm (1 - a,*&.,(t)), 
we have 
max (1 - a*&(t)) = - mm (1 - u*&(t)). 
Then by a proof similar to that of Theorem 4 and (3.37), we may get 
R(X,(G), m) 2 111 - u*B,,,(*)~~z = llM:*11z. (3.38) 




Thus, Theorem 5 follows from (3.37) and (3.38). 
EXAMPLE. Let A:(R) denote the class of all the functions f(t + ix) 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) f(t + ix) is real valued on R. 
(b) f(t + ix) is analytic on the strip {t + ix; 1x1 < h}, 0 < h < +m. 
(c) I(Ref(. + ix)j[, 5 1. 
By (Hirschman and Widder, 19.55) we have that f(t) E A:(R) if and only 
if 
f(t) = 1, wt - Y) 44Yh 
holds for some function p(t) of bounded variation on R with VZ (p) 5 1, 
where W(r) = (2hch(mt/2h))-’ is the kernel function. 
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Many extremal problems on the class 2 of periodic functions are 
studied (see Kornejcuk, 1976). According to (Hirschman and Widder, 
1955) the function qh(t) is a PF density. Therefore, by Theorem 5, we 
obtain 
THEOREM 6. In all quadrature formulas (1.9) in which {aj} satisfy 
condition (B) and {tj} satisfy condition (A,) and condition (C), the quad- 
rature formula 
is the optimal quadrature on the class A:(R) and the optimal error 
R(A’(R)’ m) = * kz, ch(4k 1 2)rmh (l ’ * kg &&!nmhj’ (3.40) 
Proof. We only have to prove (3.40). By Theorem 5, we have 
RtA’;tR), ml = 111 - a*&(.)IIm, (3.41) 
where a* is a constant such that 
max (1 - a*&(t)) = -mm (1 - a*B,(t)), (3.42) 
iz cos 2krrmt 
Bm(r) = ’ + * kz, &2k?rmh ’ 
then, by (Kornejeuk, 1976), we get 
mFx &tt) = ’ + * g, ch2iTmh ? 
+= (-l)k 
mFx ‘d) = ’ + 2 kz, &2kTm,?, ’ 
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and further 
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‘I1 - a*Bm(‘)llcf = 2 (’ + 2 2 &4,jnmh)l * g &(4k ! 21Trnh. 
(3.46) 
Thus, (3.40) follows from (3.41) and (3.46). 
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